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Baby Monitors: Navigating your Home Environment and Safety Tips 

Perhaps one of the most important items you will research and purchase for your tiny human is a Baby Monitor. It 
can be tricky to choose one that is right for you, which is why we’ve put together this handy article to help you 
make your decision. 
 
There are 3 main types of Baby Monitors. 

Audio – Where you can hear your baby 
Video – Where you can hear and see your baby 
Breathing Movement – Where you can monitor the breathing movement rate of your baby. It is vital that you 
select a breathing movement monitor that is registered as a medical device on the ARTG. 

Baby Monitors - Important Safety Advice 

• Baby Monitors are an aid and should not be used as a substitute for responsible and proper adult supervision 
of a child 

• They are designed to provide added reassurance in the form of video/sound transmission for those times 
when you are not in the same room as your baby, provided you always stay within hearing range of the unit 

• Ensure that the baby unit, parent unit and mains adaptor cables are kept out of reach of your baby and other 
young children at all times 

• Never place the baby unit or parent unit inside your baby’s cot, bed or playpen 
• Never cover the parent or baby units with clothes, towels or any other items 
• Never use or place your parent or baby unit in or near moisture or water – this could cause electric shock and 

even death 
• Place your monitor a distance of at least one metre from other electronic equipment or devices, to avoid 

interference 
• During continual use, the baby unit power adaptors may become warm to the touch. This is normal and 

should not be a concern, but always check your cables for damage 

 

   



 

Using Your Baby Monitor 

The range on Video monitors is more limited than the Audio – double storey homes or thick concrete walls can 
affect their range.  The range of your baby monitor is dependent on your environment and what stands in the 
way of the parent unit and the baby unit. It is very difficult to guarantee the range of a baby monitor in a specific 
location. 

Connected devices may also affect the range of your monitor as they use the same frequency bands, and in some 
cases can let out stronger signals.  

When it comes to Baby Monitors, technology is continually changing and rapidly evolving, so it is more important 
than ever to do your research and find the monitor that best suits your family and your home environment. 

 

How to Improve Your Monitor’s Range 

Wi-Fi usage is increasing, so frequency congestion can become a significant factor when it comes to your baby 
monitor. Here are some tips to help: 

• Utilise the latest technology.  In some Baby Monitors, you can utilise a remote viewing function using your 
internet, which syncs with a smart device and uses your phone as your parent unit. Read your instruction 
manual for set up instructions, if applicable 

• The gold standard in connected monitors are products that have a “Dual Mode” which offers the best of both 
worlds – both remote viewing on a device, and a parent unit as back up 

• Always remember to use strong passwords for any connected devices – be safe! 
• If your product has an external antenna on the baby unit or parent unit, extend it to increase the range 
• Move your baby unit around the room until you find the prime position for range – a few small adjustments 

can make a big difference 
• Always keep your mobile devices away from your both the parent and baby unit to reduce interference. 

When selecting a monitor, it is important to ensure the products comply to Australian Safety Standards and 
technical requirements.  Australian safety standards are more stringent than many other countries, so be wary if 
you are looking at overseas models.  

Whatever you choose, read the product guide carefully and remember – supervision is key! 

 

For more information please visit www.oricom.com.au 

 

 

     


